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The District CE Primary School 

3 Year Pupil Premium Strategy 

Currently 37% of our students are eligible for Pupil Premium which is significantly higher than the national figure. The percentage of Pupil Premium 

pupils varies within cohorts between 31% to 58%. The District CE recognises that each pupil has different needs, concerns and aspirations and we aim 

to provide a tailored offer of education, care and support within the framework of our Christian ethos and values, ensuring the best possible outcomes 

for everyone. 

 

Our Philosophy  

At The District CE we aim to provide quality first teaching as a priority to support pupils to further develop and improve their knowledge, skills and 

understanding. We invest in improving the quality of teaching and learning and providing research based interventions to diminish the difference in the 

attainment gap between our disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged pupils. We aim to develop practice and provision of the highest standard to enable 

all pupils to achieve their potential through a relentless focus on the attainment and progress of our disadvantage pupils and an awareness of their 

needs in everything we do. 

We believe in maximising the use of the Pupil Premium Grant (PPG) by utilising a long-term strategy aligned to the School Improvement Plan. This 
enables us to implement a blend of short, medium and long-term interventions, and align Pupil Premium use with wider school improvements and 
improving readiness to learn.  

Overcoming barriers to learning is at the heart of our Pupil Premium Grant use. We understand that needs and costs will differ depending on the 
barriers to learning being addressed. As such, we do not automatically allocate personal budgets per pupil in receipt of the PPG. Instead, we identify 
the barrier to be addressed and the interventions required, whether in small groups, large groups, the whole school or as individuals, and budget 
accordingly.  

 

Our Priorities  

Setting priorities is key to maximising the use of the PPG. Our priorities are as follows:  

• Providing Quality First Teaching for every child in school by having an outstanding teacher in each classroom  

• Closing the attainment gap between disadvantaged pupils and their peers  

• Providing targeted academic support for pupils who are not making the expected progress  

• Addressing non-academic barriers to attainment including attendance and behaviour  

• Ensuring that the PPG reaches the pupils who need it most. 
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Our Implementation Process  

We have selected a small number of priorities to give them the best chance of success. We use evidence-based interventions and learn from our 
experiences, which is why we assess the impact of interventions on an on-going basis in order to adapt them if required or cease them if they are not 
having the intended impact.  

We will:  

Explore 

• Identify a key priority to the School Improvement Plan  

• Systematically explore appropriate evidence based interventions  

• Examine the fit and feasibility with the school in relation to staffing and resources  

Prepare  

• Develop a clear and logical plan  

• Access the readiness of the school to deliver the plan  

• Make practical preparations including a baseline measure to show starting points Deliver  

• Support staff and solve any problems using a flexible leadership approach  

• Reinforce initial training with follow-on support and monitoring  

Sustain  

• Plan for sustaining and scaling the intervention from the outset if appropriate  

• Continually acknowledge and support good implementation practices 

 

Our Tiered Approach  

To prioritise our spending, we have adopted a tiered approach to define our priorities and ensure balance. Our tiered approach comprises of three 
categories: 

1. Teaching  

2. Targeted academic support  

3. Wider strategies  

Within each category we have chosen a number of interventions. This focused approach ensures the best chance of success in each category. 
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Quality of Teaching   

Our priority at the District CE Primary School is to ensure that a highly effective teacher is in front of every class, and that all staff are 
supported to keep developing.  

• Encouraging self-led professional development for all staff focused on the needs of teachers and the wider priorities and context of the school. 
Weekly staff meeting and tutorials for all teaching staff.  

• A lesson study approach to model good practice, develop pedagogy and upskill teaching staff.   

• A detailed training package for NQTs and RQTs to ensure quality first teaching in every classroom and access to leadership qualifications for more 
experienced teachers e.g. NPQML, NPQSL. 

• Quality, research based training delivered by external providers to address specific whole school improvement priorities.  

 

Targeted Academic Support  

We consider carefully how staff are deployed to provide specific targeted academic support either in a one to one or small group situation.  

• Use high quality online resources to support pupils learning. 

• Use quality interventions (STEWS and Hanen programme) in the Foundation Stage to close the gap on entry and improve early language.  

• Deliver small group, research based interventions for children below age related expectations who are in receipt of the PPG.  

• Provide pupils with experiences linked to the bespoke curriculum in order to support their academic learning and enable them to make links in 
learning and knowledge.  

• Specific, tailored SEMH interventions based on the needs of each individual child. 

 

Wider Strategies  

We aim to focus on the most significant non- academic barriers to success in school, including attendance, behaviour and social/emotional 
support. 

• Member of SLT specifically responsible for monitoring attendance and punctuality of children in receipt of the PPG, carrying out home visits for any 
unauthorised absence, completing Early Help assessments and supporting parents (and children) to improve attendance and punctuality.  

• Pastoral support team in place to provide support to families at all levels of need but particularly in relation to early intervention and support 
including parental engagement.  
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• Wellbeing and Behaviour based on three core values of be ready, be respectful and be safe and an inclusion team with specific skills and training to 
be responsive to need. 

• Providing a wide variety of enrichment experiences for all pupils  

 

 

2020- 2021 COHORT INFORMATION 

CHARACTERISTIC NUMBER IN GROUP PERCENTAGE OF GROUP 

Boys 62 54% 

Girls 53 46% 

SEN support 52 45% 

EHC plan 1 0.9% 

EAL 9 7.8% 

SUMMARY INFORMATION  

Pupil Premium Strategy Plan  2020, 2021, 2022 

CURRENT PUPIL INFORMATION 2020-2021  

Total number of pupils: 322 Total pupil premium budget for year 1: £167, 055  

Number of pupils eligible for pupil premium: 111 (5.10.2020)  Amount of pupil premium received per child: £1,345 
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Long term plan  

1) Ensure that children have appropriate support and intervention to improve their behaviour, health and well-being. 

 

2) To improve the ways in which parents and families can engage with school to support their children. 

 

3) Increase the percentage of pupil premium pupils (inc LAC/PLAC) who achieve expected+ in reading, writing and maths combined. 

 

4) Improve attendance and punctuality of disadvantaged pupils.  

 

 

 

 

Barriers to future attainment 

A.  Attainment on entry is below age related expectation for almost all pupils (on entry into Nursery and Reception) in some instances 
significantly so. 

B.  Pupils demonstrate limited language skills.  Acquisition is poor due to narrow experiences and ‘language deficit’ environment at home. 

C. Under stimulation within the home learning environment, lack of books, access to enriching experiences and other parental 
priorities/issues which affect parental mental health and well-being. 

D. Children’s learning and progress is inconsistent and affected by home circumstances including poor routines (impact on 
attendance/punctuality), lack of boundaries, low aspirations/expectations or more troubling circumstances such as domestic abuse and 
substance misuse. 

E. Pupils not being ‘ready to learn’ in class and demonstrate poor learning skills such as difficulties with organisation, commitment and 
resilience. 

External barriers  

F.  Poorer attendance and punctuality due to parental support to attend school regularly on time, but also affected in part by more prevalent 
illnesses, due to poor housing conditions and diet. 
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Priority 1 

ENSURE THAT CHILDREN HAVE APPROPRIATE SUPPORT AND INTERVENTION TO IMPROVE THEIR HEALTH, WELL-BEING AND 
BEHAVIOUR. 

Categories and 
Objectives 
 

Actions to be taken 
 

By 
whom 

By when 
 

Monitoring 
and 
evaluation  

Progress indicators 

Wider strategies  

1. To embed the 
Thrive model 
across the whole 
school. 

 

• Implement actions for the Thrive development 
plan/overview. 

• Staff training to raise awareness and ensure the 
approach is woven throughout all school practice 
and provision. 

• Work with other professionals and seek advice to 
support pupils and families.  

• Positive parenting course in place to support 
parents. 

 

SS 
SLT 
MB 

Full review  

July 2021 

 
Light Touch 
Review  

December 
2020 

March 2021 

June 2021 

Annual review 
notes  

- Evaluation 
impact of 
actions. 

- Adaptations 
informed by 
context and 
cohort data. 

• See Thrive 
development. 

Wider strategies  

2. To increase 
pupil’s resilience 
with clear 
behaviour 
expectations and 
supportive 
classroom 
environments. 

• Implement our whole school behaviour and 
wellbeing policy. 

• Improve pupil resilience, confidence and 
independence through a range of approaches: 
-Focused resources: ELSA, sensory toolkit 
-District learner 
-Meta cognition  
-Arts and sports participation 
-PSHE scheme of work  
-Rights Respecting Schools, etc. 

• Deliver EYs well-being programme and roll out to 
Nursery and Y1-Y6. 

• Zones of regulation and calm kits used in 
classrooms. 

• Timetable adaptations – Mindfulness Monday and 
Well-being Wednesday. 

SLT 
Class 
teachers  

Full review  

July 2021 

 
Light Touch 
Review  

December 
2020 

March 2021 

June 2021 

Annual review 
notes  

- Evaluation 
impact of 
actions. 

- Adaptations 
informed by 
context and 
cohort data. 

• Behaviour policy 
is adhered by 
staff and pupils.  

• Pupils voice 
demonstrates 
they feel safe in 
school. 

• Whole school 
approaches are 
delivered 
consistently and 
show a 
measurable 
impact.  
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Targeted academic 
support  
3. To deliver high 

quality 
interventions and 
strategies to 
support pupil’s 
individual needs 
and wellbeing. 

 

• Deliver targeted pastoral support based on 
assessment of need. 

• Implement revised PSHE scheme across the whole 
school with the focus being on three prime areas – 
Health and Wellbeing, Relationships and Living in 
the Wider World. 

• Increase access to nurture group provision informed 
by diagnostic assessment. 

• Pupils have access to high quality texts, that 
explore current affairs, diversity and differences.  

• Pastoral packs – trauma and loss, anxiety and 
anger. 

• Team around the school. 
 

SLT 
Teaching 
staff 
Pastoral 
team 
  

Full review  

July 2021 

 
Light Touch 
Review  

December 
2020 

March 2021 

June 2021 

Annual review 
notes  

- Evaluation 
impact of 
actions. 

- Adaptations 
informed by 
context and 
cohort data. 

• Interventions 
demonstrate a 
measurable 
impact. 

• Pupils wellbeing 
is supported and 
monitoring 
demonstrates an 
impact.  

 

 

 

Priority 2 

TO IMPROVE THE WAYS IN WHICH PARENTS AND FAMILIES CAN ENGAGE WITH SCHOOL TO SUPPORT THEIR CHILDREN.  

Categories and 
Objectives 
 

Actions to be taken 
 

By 
whom 

By when 
 

Monitoring 
and 
evaluation 

Progress indicators 

Wider Strategies  

1. Clear systems to 
communicate with 
parent/carers and 
support them. 

• All parents are accessing the Class Dojo app and 
it is being used frequently to communicate key 
messages. 

• Social media reflects what is happening around 
school and offers support for parents i.e. 
advertises events in the community, quality 
resources etc.  

• Parents evenings 

• Structured conversations  

• Key school messages are uploaded class Dojo 
and paper copies are also available. 

• Head pupils send half termly newsletters/blogs for 
parents to access. 

• Positive parenting class available to support 

SS 

DB 

Teaching 
Staff 

LS 

CR  

Full review  

July 2021 

 
Light Touch 
Review  

December 
2020 

March 2021 

June 2021 

Annual review 
notes  

- Evaluation 
impact of 
actions. 

- Adaptations 
informed by 
context and 
cohort data. 

• Systems are 
followed and lead  

• School targets are 
met. 

• Improved 
attendance 
patterns for 
vulnerable pupils.  
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families. 

• Signposting support for families to specific 
agencies and professionals. 

• Home learning support- homework clubs, remote 
learning plan, shared resources. 

 

Priority 3 

INCREASE THE PERCENTAGE OF PUPIL PREMIUM PUPILS (INC LAC/POST LAC) WHO ACHIEVE EXP+ IN READING, WRITING AND MATHS 
COMBINED.  

Categories and 
Objectives 
 

Actions to be taken 
 

By 
whom 

By when 
 

Monitoring 
and 
Evaluation 

Progress 
indicators 

Quality of Teaching 
and Targeted 
academic support  
1. Increase the 

percentage of pupil 
premium pupils 
(inc LAC) who 
achieve Exp + in 
Reading, Writing 
and Maths 
combined in Y1 to 
Y6. 

 
 
 

• Set individual pupil targets. 

• Set a combined measure target for PP. 

• Hold start of year data meetings with each class teacher, 
specifically focusing on provision for disadvantaged pupils. 

• Designated Teacher to track progress of LAC and monitor 
impact of interventions. 

• Calculate the combined measure following each 
assessment week and review at pupil progress meetings. 
Identify specific actions to address areas of concern. 

• Identify target pupils to achieve the expected standard and 
continue to embed ‘structured conversations’. 

• Use personal study time to address misconceptions and 
plug gaps. 

• Implement homework groups and small group tuition 
groups and tutoring.  

• Pupil premium champion to monitor the impact of the 
strategy, analyse data, identify and share excellent 
practice. 

• PP champion hold half termly meetings with each class 
teacher to evaluate progress and provision for PP. review 
PP workbooks and data. 

CR 
SLT 
Teaching 
staff  

Full review  

July 2021 

 
Light 
Touch 
Review  

December 
2020 

March 2021 

June 2021 

Annual 
review notes  

- Evaluation 
impact of 
actions. 

- Adaptation
s informed 
by context 
and cohort 
data. 

• Increased 
percentage of 
pupils 
achieving Exp 
+ in Reading, 
Writing and 
Maths 
combined in 
Y1 to Y6 
compared to 
previous year. 

• Monitoring 
demonstrate 
pupils are 
making 
progress.  
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Quality of Teaching 
and Targeted 
academic support  
2. Increase the 

percentage of 
disadvantaged 
pupils achieving a 
good level of 
development 
(GLD). 

 
 
 
 
 

• Document use of EYPP and impact of interventions and 
review half termly. 

• Deliver 1:1 phonics tutoring for identified pupils. 

• Invite identified parents to attend RWI sessions in 
school/virtually. 

• Deliver focus writing interventions tailored to children’s 
interests. 

• Review data following baseline assessment and half 
termly to identify pupils causing concern. 

• Hold meetings with parents to provide direction for home 
learning and support. 

• Additional LSA support within Reception to reduce adult 
child ratios and provide additional adult intervention. 

• EYs wellbeing project.  

• Nuffield Early Language Intervention emdedded. 

KH 
ZM 
Teaching 
Staff 

Full review  

July 2021 

 
Light 
Touch 
Review  

December 
2020 

March 2021 

June 2021 

Annual 
review notes  

- Evaluation 
impact of 
actions. 

- Adaptation
s informed 
by context 
and cohort 
data. 

• Increased % 
of 
disadvantage
d pupils 
achieving 
GLD.  

 

Quality of Teaching 
and Targeted 
academic support  
3. Provide quality first 

teaching which is 
never less than 
good. Teachers 
use effective 
assessment 
(formative) to 
identify gaps in 
knowledge and 
skill and 
differentiate 
lessons to ensure 
adequate 
challenge and 
support.  

 

• Implement the CPD programme tailored to need. 

• Whole class feedback embedded across the curriculum. 

• Embed formative assessment and metacognition 
strategies in all subjects.  

• Develop the teacher study approach. 

• Designate leadership time to monitor teaching/feedback in 
class, review progress in books and improve 
marking/presentation and upskill subject leads. 

• Implement support plans to address any weaknesses in 
teaching. 

• Provide pre and post teaching interventions to address 
misconceptions and bridge gaps in learning.  

• Use research based evidence to inform practice  

• Improve pupil feedback. Hold pupil voice meetings with 

disadvantaged groups and LAC pupils to inform practice 

• Improve the knowledge, skills and understanding of LSAs 
to improve the in-class support pupils receive. 

• Catch up programmes in place. 
 

CR 
TS 
Teaching 
staff  

Full review  

July 2021 

 
Light 
Touch 
Review  

December 
2020 

March 2021 

June 2021 

Annual 
review notes  

- Evaluation 
impact of 
actions. 

- Adaptation
s informed 
by context 
and cohort 
data. 

• All teaching is 
at least good. 

• Impact of 
CPD is 
evident during 
monitoring. 

• Pupils needs 
are identified 
early and 
strategies are 
put in place to 
support them.  

• Assessment 
is used to 
inform 
planning and 
content is 
prioritised. 
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Quality of Teaching 
and Targeted 
academic support  
4. Increase the 

percentage of 
disadvantaged 
pupils achieving 
Exp+ in maths in 
all year groups. 

• Provide high quality CPD for Teachers and LSAs. 

- NW3 Teaching for mastery development programme 

- NW3 Specialist knowledge for teaching mathematics 
(TA) programmes. 

• Implement a coaching and team teach model to improve 
practice. 

• Work with parents of disadvantaged pupils to make 
provision for additional support at home in basic skills. 

• Create videos for the school website to demonstrate key 
maths skills and model concepts.  

• Use question level analysis and develop interventions to 
good effect to improve attainment and support progress. 

• Use White Rose revisit guidance and progress tests to 
monitor progress at the end of each unit. 

• Offer homework club for each key stage, targeting pupils 
who need support. 

• Embed ‘Maths Skills’ sessions from Y1-Y6 which focus on 
basic skills. 

• CR targeted support  

• SLT multiplication checks 

CC 

Teaching 
staff  

Full review  

July 2021 

 
Light 
Touch 
Review  

December 
2020 

March 2021 

June 2021 

Annual 
review notes  

- Evaluation 
impact of 
actions. 

- Adaptation
s informed 
by context 
and cohort 
data. 

• Increased % 
of 
disadvantage
d pupils 
achieving the 
expected+ 
standard in 
maths.  

 

Quality of Teaching 
and Targeted 
academic support  
5. Increase the 

percentage of 
disadvantaged 
pupils achieving 
Exp+ in reading in 
all year groups. 

• Additional teacher tutoring to support catch up. 

• Provide high quality CPD for Teachers and LSAs. 

• Work with parents of disadvantaged pupils to increase the 
rate and frequency of reading at home. 

• Homework and reading café groups to support pupils who 
do not read frequently at home. 

• Use interventions to good effect to improve attainment and 
support progress: 
-Better reading 
-Reading plus  
-AR star early reader  
-Purple mash  
-Nuffield Early Language Intervention 
-Comprehension target groups 
-Wellcom 
-ELKLAN 
-LSA target intervention groups 

TS/RL 

Teaching 
staff 

Full review  

July 2021 

 
Light 
Touch 
Review  

December 
2020 

March 2021 

June 2021 

Annual 
review notes  

- Evaluation 
impact of 
actions. 

- Adaptation
s informed 
by context 
and cohort 
data. 

• Increased % 
of 
disadvantage
d pupils 
achieving the 
expected+ 
standard in 
reading.  
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-TS targeted support 
-1:1/small group tutoring 

Quality of Teaching 
and Targeted 
academic support  
6. Increase the 

percentage of 
disadvantaged 
pupils achieving 
Exp+ in writing in 
all year groups. 

• Provide high quality CPD for Teachers and LSAs. 

• Ensure parents understand year group expectations. 

• Use interventions to good effect to improve attainment and 
support progress: 
-LSA target intervention groups 
-1:1/small group tutoring 
- TS targeted support 

• Explicitly teach vocabulary across all curriculum areas. 

• Deliver daily SENSE lessons informed by formative 
assessment.  
  

TS 

Teaching 
staff 

Full review  

July 2021 

 
Light 
Touch 
Review  

December 
2020 

March 2021 

June 2021 

Annual 
review notes  

- Evaluation 
impact of 
actions. 

- Adaptation
s informed 
by context 
and cohort 
data. 

• Increased % 
of 
disadvantage
d pupils 
achieving the 
expected+ 
standard in 
writing.  

 

 

Priority 4 

IMPROVE ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY OF DISADVANTAGED PUPILS. 

Categories and 
Objectives 
 

Actions to be taken 
 

By 
whom 

By when 
 

Monitoring 
and 
evaluation 

Progress 
indicators 

Wider Strategies  

2. Clear systems and 
procedures in 
place to monitor 
attendance and 
punctuality.  

• Senior leader with responsibility and appraisal target for 
improving attendance. 

• Weekly meeting with HT to review attendance. Focused 
half termly review and analysis. 

• Focused monitoring of disadvantaged pupils documented, 
reviewed termly and actions/improvements recorded. 

• HT holds half termly attendance supervision meetings. 

• Monitor attendance of LAC v non LAC 

• First day visit response to all PA pupils and vulnerable 
groups. 

• APDR+ approach to early intervention. 

• Hold meetings with Y2 and Y6 parents at start of the 
academic year to raise awareness. 

• Celebrate improvements in attendance. 

• Attendance team meets with all parents re pupils with 
attendance below 95%. 

• Punctuality raffle and incentives. 

SS 

DB 

Full review  

July 2021 

 
Light 
Touch 
Review  

December 
2020 

March 
2021 

June 2021 

Annual review 
notes  

- Evaluation 
impact of 
actions. 

- Adaptations 
informed by 
context and 
cohort data. 

• Systems are 
followed and 
lead  

• School 
targets are 
met. 

• Improved 
attendance 
patterns for 
vulnerable 
pupils.  
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